Enable personalized development
and support agile leadership

Performance Five
Leadership Development Resources from Matrix Insights

What is Performance Five?

Our approach to assessment

Based on the analysis of decades of
personality research, the scientific
community supports five traits as
foundational to understanding personality.

Unlike many proprietary trait-based
assessments on the market, Matrix
Insights uses the latest Assessment
items that are open to scientific
review and validation. Most trait
assessments (such as Hogan*,
Birkman*, etc) began with early
personality researchers. Only Matrix
Insights uses the latest “open” items
as the basis for interpretive reports
and analysis.

The Performance Five assessment incorporates the latest
personality trait research and allows you to view your
assessments results across 5 primary traits and 30
subtraits as well as consider the characteristics of your
blended personality pattern.

Who should use this solution?
If you are responsible for executive coaching or leadership
development programs, Matrix Insights provides an
innovative, scalable solution to personalize leadership
development and achieve lasting results.

Matrix Insights puts type into action.
Use our Leadership Dashboard to
help leaders unlock the power of
personality knowledge with
real-world context and sustained
engagement.

How does the solution work?
Matrix Insights provides an integrated solution from personality assessment through personalized
learning and action planning.
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Complete an assessment and view results

After completing a 15 minute assessment, participants
view an integrated personality profile and results
across 5 primary traits and 30 sub traits.
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View developmental action tips

Participants view developmental perspectives and
action tips suggested based on what research
suggests is most relevant based on personal profiles
across competences you select or recommended.
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View on-demand relationship insights

Based on their profile and the profile of co-workers,
participants select relationship insights and action tips
for working together more effectively.

Action planning, reminders and
engagement
4

Participants connect with trainers and coaches to
build a personalized action plan, view regular email
reminders, and provide feedback on progress.

* Hogan Personality Inventory and all related logos, and trademarks are the properties of Hogan Assessment Systems, and their respective owners, and affiliates. Birkman Method and all
related logos, and trademarks are the properties of Birkman Internation, Inc., and their respective owners, and affiliates.
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